The Role of Linkers in the Excited-State Dynamic Planarization Processes of Macrocyclic Oligothiophene 12-Mers.
Linkers adjoining chromophores play an important role in modulating the structure of conjugated systems, which is bound up with their photophysical properties. However, to date, the focus of works dealing with linker effects was limited only to linear π-conjugated materials, and there have been no detailed studies on cyclic counterparts. Herein we report the linker effects on the dynamic planarization processes of π-conjugated macrocyclic oligothiophene 12-mers, where the different ratio between ethynylene and vinylene linkers was chosen to control the backbone rigidity. By analyzing transient fluorescence spectra, we demonstrate that the connecting linkers play a crucial role in the excited-state dynamics of cyclic conjugated systems. Faster dynamic planarization, longer exciton delocalization length, and higher degree of planarity were observed in vinylene inserted cyclic oligothiophenes. Molecular dynamics simulations and density functional theory calculations also stress the importance of the role of linkers in modulating the structure of cyclic oligothiophenes.